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POOL HOUSE DEVELOPMENT IN VICTORIA ISLAND-LAGOS STATE 



OMNIA TS124 

Keeping pace with new technologies. 

Paying attention to your needs. 

Innovative solutions in the building industry. 

Constant research of functional beauty. 

Project success is achieved through attention 

to details, care, aesthetic intelligence,       

awareness and professional execution. 



 
Threshold Sliding glass balcony system TS124 
is designed to allow 8mm and 10mm glasses 
and can be used as  partitions for indoors or 
outdoors. There are no restrictions in the 
number of sliders in the threshold glass     
balconies. Since the panels are not opened        
inward or outward, it is  suitable for all kinds 
of curtain systems.  

The lower 5 track rail comes in two           
features. One with a height of 42.3mm that 
can be fitted externally on  lower floor level 
and one with a height of 9mm that prevents 
trip hazard if fitted as an internal partition 
on the same floor level.  

OMNIA TS124 can be produced with a       
maximum height of 2500mm for outdoor 
areas and 3000mm for indoors.                      

Threshold Sliding glass balcony systems are               
recommended for restaurants and hall     
partition, café shops, restaurants, private 
pool houses, bars, pastry shops and they    
create a decent and friendly  environment. 

OMNIA TS124 



The sliding glass panels used for this pool 

house  development are of the system TS124 

and have a total height of 2400mm (Floor to 

ceiling) and a total width of 11500mm. This 

system has been fitted with first class quality 

extra clear monolithic  tempered   safety  

glasses of 10mm  thickness. The lower 5 track 

rail has a height of 42.3mm and it is fitted 

externally on lower floor level.   

Pool house for private home in Victoria Island, Lagos State. 

Omnia sliding system TS 124, 5 tracks 8 panels ( Pool house front-sitting) 28 square meters 

Omnia frameless U-channel fixed glass panels (Pool house side & rear-sitting) 38 square meters 

Omnia frameless single panel swing door( Pool house rear-exit) 2.16 square meters 

Lower rail track type A 

Lower rail track type B 
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THE SLIDING DOOR 
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